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Abstract 

Although a superhydrophobic surface has potentials to delay frosting, it fails finally when conditions are too harsh, 

so defrosting is still essential. Here, we investigated the frost self-removal mechanism during defrosting on vertical 

superhydrophobic surfaces. Owing to the great water repellency of the superhydrophobic surface and the water 

absorption of porous frost, meltwater close to the surface tends to permeate into the frost layer. As frost density is 

much less than water density, the frost volume shrinks during defrosting. When the frost quantity is large, the 

permeation effect dominates because there is much porous frost. The permeation effect separates the unmelted frost 

layer from the superhydrophobic surface, as a result, the frost peels off by gravity completely. When the frost 

quantity is little, the permeation effect is negligible, while the volume shrinkage effect works, making the thin frost 

layer break up into many small pieces. These small frost pieces keep irregular shapes and continue to shrink, 

releasing large amounts of surface energy to drive themselves jump off from the superhydrophobic surface. However, 

compared with the peeling off mode, the jumping off mode is not so effective that there are still small droplets 

adhering on the surface after defrosting. This work may provide guides for defrosting application of 

superhydrophobic surfaces in related engineering fields.  

 

1. Indroduction 

Frosting formation exists widely in engineering fields such as aerospace, refrigeration and power generation, 

and causes numerous problems. The frost on an aircraft wing changes its aerodynamic configuration, reduces the 

wing lift and even imperils the flight safety;1 the frost on heat exchanger fins blocks the flow channel, increases the 

thermal resistance and deteriorates the heat transfer;2 the frost also changes the aerodynamic characteristics of a 

wind turbine and reduces its power generation efficiency.3 Over the past decade, many efforts have been made to 

restrain the frost formation and the utilization of superhydrophobic surface with a contact angle more than 150o and 

a contact angle hysteresis less than 10o is indeed a good idea.4-8 Researchers have demonstrated that the 

superhydrophobic surface has great advantages in delaying ice nucleation, reducing frost adhesion and even self-

cleaning subcooled droplets by a spontaneous jumping motion.9-15 However, although the superhydrophobic surface 

delays frosting to some extent, it would fail when exposed conditions are too harsh.12-14, 16 Thus, periodic defrosting 

for frosted superhydrophobic surface is still essential.  

Owing to its unique wettability, the superhydrophobic surface shows distinct defrosting characteristics. On 

horizontal superhydrophobic surfaces, the frost meltwater films first dewet by edge curling and then by shrinking 

or coalescence, and finally dewet into isolated droplets.17 These droplets, which keep highly mobile Cassie state, 

are able to roll down at very small titled angles.18-19 Like that occurred during condensation,20-21 self-propelled 

jumping, rotating and sliding movements during defrosting also take place frequently, making the defrosting process 

very dynamic and generating very low surface coverages on superhydrophobic surfaces.22-24 On vertical 

superhydrophobic surfaces, the defrosting process is more efficient that the melting frost departs from the 
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superhydrophobic surface directly at the early stage of defrosting.25-27 Compared with conventional surfaces such 

as bare Aluminum surfaces and hydrophobic surfaces, the retention water mass or fraction presents a much lower 

value.28-30 However, there are still questions unclear for the defrosting on superhydrophobic surface. For example, 

how does the frost depart from a vertical superhydrophobic surface during defrosting, slide down, peel off or jump 

off? What are the mechanisms and key influencing factors? In this work, we prepared Al-based superhydrophobic 

surfaces and conducted defrosting experiments on them, and try to determine the frost departure mechanism during 

defrosting on vertical superhydrophobic surfaces. We hope this work could push the applications of the 

superhydrophobic surface and provide guide for real defrosting operation in related engineering fields such as 

aircrafts, heat exchangers and wind turbines. 

2. Experimental section 

The experimental surfaces are Al-based superhydrophobic surfaces fabricated by the chemical etching-

deposition method.31 The surface structures observed by a scanning electron microscopy are shown in Fig. 1. As 

seen, there are hierarchical micro-nano structures on the superhydrophobic surface with the micro structures being 

aggregations of irregular nanoscale grains.31 With these hierarchical structures, the surface maintains excellent 

superhydrophobicity. At room temperature (25oC), the static contact angle of a 2 たl droplet on the superhydrophobic 

surface is measured to be 160.0±0.5o, the measured advancing and receding contact angles by the titled plate method 

are 162.2±1.0o and 158.3±1.0o, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. SEM images of the experimental superhydrophobic surface: hierarchical micro-nano structures evenly 

distribute on the superhydrophobic surface with the micro structure being aggregations of irregular nanoscale 

grains. The static, advancing and receding contact angles of the superhydrophobic surface are about 160o, 162o 

and 158o, respectively. 

 

The experimental system and apparatus for frosting used here were same as those in our previous work.32 The 

superhydrophobic surfaces were vertically placed on the cold side of a thermoelectric cooler, and the experiments 

were performed in a closed laboratory. Before defrosting experiments, frosting experiments are needed to 

accumulate moderate frost. During the frosting experiments, the laboratory temperature was measured to be 

18.0±1.0oC with a relative air humidity of 90.0±5.0%, the cold surface temperature was −16.0±0.5oC. The frosting 

duration time was 10~30 min. After the frosting experiments, the power of the thermoelectric cooler was shut off 

and the heat was instantly transferred from the hot side of the thermoelectric cooler to the experimental surface and 

then to the frost. When the frost temperature rose above 0°C 33, the frost began to melt.17 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Frost peel off during defrosting when frost quantity is large 

Figure 2(a) shows the defrosting process on vertical superhydrophobic surface when the frosting duration is 
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20 min (See supporting information video S1). As the melting goes on, the frost first shrinks with cracks appearing 

on the frost layer (0~16.80 s), but the frost layer does not break up. Then, the upper edge of the frost layer separates 

from the surface (16.80~17.60 s) and the whole frost layer peels off from the surface by gravity completely 

(17.60~21.80 s). When the frost departs from the surface, it still keeps unmelted states. The frost peel off mechanism 

is explained in Fig. 2(b). Because of the much higher thermal conductivity of the Al-based surface than air, the heat 

flux transports from the hot side of the thermoelectric cooler to the surface and then to the frost more quickly, so 

the frost close to the surface first melts,17 forming a water layer between the surface and the unmelted frost layer. 

Repulsed by the superhydrophobic surface with great water repellency and attracted by porous frost, the meltwater 

permeates into the frost layer quickly. Thus, the unmelted frost separates from the surface and peels off by gravity. 

Actually, when the frosting duration is long and the frost quantity is large, the meltwater permeation effect into the 

unmelted frost layer always dominates, separating the unmelted frost and the surface. Thus, the frost is removed by 

gravity as a way of peeling off. In the experiments that the frosting duration is 30 min, the peel off of frost from the 

superhydrophobic surface is more obvious (See supporting information video S2). The experiments by Kim et al. 

with large frost quantity also supports our conclusions.30  

 

Figure 2. Peeling off of frost during defrosting on vertical superhydrophobic surfaces. (a) Experiments: the upper 

edge of the frost layer separates from the surface and the whole frost layer peels off from the surface by gravity 

(See supporting information video S1); (b) mechanisms: the meltwater in the water layer permeates into the 

unmelted frost layer, separating the unmelted frost and the surface, then the unmelted frost peels off by gravity. 

 

3.2 Frost jump off during defrosting when frost quantity is little 

When the frosting duration is 10 min with relatively less frost accumulated, the defrosting process on a vertical 

superhydrophobic surface is quite different, as shown in Fig. 3(a) (See supporting information video S3). Because 

the frost quantity is less, the volume shrinkage effect during frost melting plays a key role, it makes the frost break 

up into many small pieces with millimeter scale. As reported in literature which contains our own work, large 

amounts of surface energy can be released during the shrinking of melting frost with irregular shape, which easily 

triggers a self-propelled movement such as jumping.22-24 As seen in Fig.3(a), the self-propelled jumping of melting 

frost indeed occurs very frequently (the solid circles represent original frost, the dashed circles show clean surfaces 

after jumping, and the white arrows indicate shadows of jumping paths). These jumping movements are able to self-

remove most frost pieces, leaving an almost clean surface. Figure 3(b) are schematic diagram of the self-removal 
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process during defrosting on vertical superhydrophobic surfaces when the frost quantity is little. The volume 

shrinkage effect during melting make the frost layer break up into small pieces of frost, which then jump off from 

the surface.  

However, although most frost pieces jump off from the superhydrophobic surface, there are still some small 

droplets adhering on the surface, as shown in the image at 21 s in Fig. 3(a). This is because that the jumping is an 

energy controlled phenomenon during which various energy including surface energy, viscous dissipation, work of 

adhesion, work of the retentive force and kinetic energy involved.34-36 Only when the released surface energy is 

enough to overcome the viscous dissipation and other negative energy, the jumping would be triggered. The value 

of these energy forms are related to the size, the shape and the wetting mode of the melting frost, as well as the 

surface wettability. That means, not every piece of melting frost could jump off the surface, those who did not jump 

would melt into droplets and adhere on the surface. 

 

 
Figure 3. (a) Experiments (See supporting information video S3) and (b) schematic diagram of the jumping off 

process of frost during defrosting on vertical superhydrophobic surfaces. The volume shrinkage effect during 

melting make the frost layer break up into small pieces of frost, which then continue to shrink, releasing large 

amounts of surface energy to trigger the melting frost to jump off from the surface.  

 

For the image at 21 s in Fig. 3(a), using proper image processing method,32 we extracted the profile of residual 

droplets and measured every droplet’s radius. Figure 4 shows the profiles and statistical results of residual droplets. 

A total of 110 droplets were counted with their radii within the range from 0.15 to 0.45 mm. More than 76% of 

residual droplets locate in the radius range of 0.2~0.3 mm, only 7% of residual droplets whose radii are more than 

0.35 mm. The average radius (rave) was calculated to be 0.25 mm with a standard deviation of 0.06 mm. 
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Figure 4. Profiles and statistical results of residual droplets on vertical superhydrophobic surface after defrosting 

when the frosting duration is 10 min. The radii range is from 0.15 to 0.45 mm with an average radius (rave) being 

about 0.25 mm. Most residual droplets (more than 76%) locate in the radius range of 0.2~0.3 mm. 

 

For a meltwater droplet adhering on a vertical surface, two forces are balanced including the gravity and the 

retentive force, as shown in Fig. 5. The gravity of the droplet is given by 

G gV                                           (1) 

where ȡ is the water density; g is the gravitational acceleration; V is the droplet volume, given by 

3
30 02 3cos cos

3
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                                 (2) 

where r is the droplet radius; ș0 is the surface static contact angle. 

The accessible maximum retentive force due to the contact angle hysteresis is calculated as 37-39 

 cah lg r acos cosF kw                                     (3) 

where Ȗlg is the liquid-gas surface tension; șa and șr are the advancing and receding contact angles; k is a corrected 

coefficient; w is the maximum droplet contact width. For a droplet on a vertical surface, the real contact angle along 

the triple phase contact line varies with the azimuthal angle, ĳ.40 When ĳ=0o, ș=șa; ĳ=180o, ș=șr; ĳ=90o, ș=ș0. Thus, 

the maximum droplet contact width, which corresponds to ĳ=90o, can be estimated as 

02 sinw r                                          (4) 

Considering that the gravity and the accessible maximum retentive force are balanced, a critical droplet radius 

can be obtained as 
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When the real radius of a droplet is more than the critical value, gravity dominates, the droplet rolls down from the 

surface; otherwise, the retentive force dominates, the droplet adheres on the surface.  

    For the Al-based superhydrophobic surface used here, the static, advancing and receding contact angles of the 

superhydrophobic surface are measured to be 160.0±0.5o, 162.2±1.0o and 158.3±1.0o. According to Eq. (5), with k 

set to be 2,17 the calculated critical radius is 0.23±0.06 mm, which is quite consistent with the statistical average 

droplet radius (0.25±0.06 mm) with a relative deviation of 8%.  
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Figure 5. (a) Force analysis of a droplet adhering on vertical surfaces. G is gravity of the droplet, Fcah is the 

retentive force due to the surface contact angle hysteresis. (b) The triple phase contact line of the adhering droplet. 

w is the maximum droplet contact width, ĳ is the azimuthal angle along the triple phase line. 

 

4. Conclusions 

We conducted defrosting experiments on vertical Al -based superhydrophobic surfaces and investigated the 

frost self-removal modes. When the frosting duration is long and the frost quantity is large, the frost departs from 

the superhydrophobic surface by a way of peeling off. During defrosting for large frost quantity, the permeation 

effect plays a key effect that the meltwater close to the superhydrophobic surface permeates into the unmelted frost 

layer, separating the frost layer and the surface, so the frost layer peels off from the superhydrophobic surface under 

gravity. The peeling off mode is so effective that all frost departs from the superhydrophobic surface without any 

droplets residual. When the frosting duration is short and the frost quantity is little, the melting frost jumps off from 

the superhydrophobic surface. During defrosting for little frost quantity, the volume shrinkage effect dominates, 

making frost layer break up into many small pieces of frost with irregular shapes. These irregular frost pieces 

continue to shrink as melting goes, releasing large amounts of surface energy which drive the melting frost to jump 

off from the superhydrophobic surface. However, as the jumping motion is influenced by many factors and limited 

by energy transformation, not every frost piece would jump. Therefore, the jumping off mode is not as effective as 

the peeling off mode that there are still some small droplets adhering on the surface after defrosting. The statistical 

residual droplet radii in experiments are consistent with the theoretical results. We hope this work could provide 

guide for real defrosting operation in related engineering fields such as aircrafts, heat exchangers and wind turbines. 
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Video S1 shows the frost peels off from the vertical superhydrophobic surfaces during defrosting when the frosting time 
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when the frosting time is 10 min. 
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